We study the regularity properties of the Hausdorff distance between spectra of continuous Harper-like operators. As a special case we obtain Hölder continuity of this Hausdorff distance with respect to the intensity of the magnetic field for a large class of magnetic elliptic (pseudo)differential operators with long range magnetic fields.
Introduction
Analytic perturbation theory tells us that if V is relatively bounded to H 0 , then the spectrum of H λ = H 0 + λV is at a Hausdorff distance of order |λ| from the spectrum of H 0 . This property is not true for singular perturbations (like for example the magnetic perturbation coming from a constant field), neither in the discrete nor in the continuous case.
Maybe the first proof of spectral stability of discrete Harper operators with respect to the variation of the intensity b ≥ 0 of the external magnetic field is due to Elliott [9] . The result is refined in [7] where it is shown that the gap boundaries are [4] , Helffer and Sjöstrand [13, 14] , and Haagerup and Rørdam [11] pushed the exponent up to 1 2 . In fact they prove more, they show that the Hausdorff distance between spectra behaves like |b − b 0 | 1 2 . These results are optimal in the sense that the Hölder constant is independent of the length of the eventual gaps, and it is known that these gaps can close down precisely like |b − b 0 | 1 2 near rational values of b 0 [14, 12] . Note that Nenciu [27] proves a similar result for a much larger class of discrete Harper-like operators. Many other spectral properties of Harper operators can be found in a paper by Herrmann and Janssen [15] .
In the continuous case, the stability of gaps for Schrödinger operators was first shown by Avron and Simon [3] , and Nenciu [26] . In [16] a very general result is obtained for perturbations of the anisotropic Laplacean. In [2] spectral continuity is proven for a large class of Hamiltonians defined by elliptic symbols. Nenciu's result implicitly gives a 1 2 -Hölder continuity in b for the Hausdorff distance between spectra. Then in [6] the Hölder exponent of gap edges was pushed up to The first proof of Lipschitz continuity of gap edges for discrete Harper-like operators was given by Bellissard [5] (later on Kotani [19] extended his method to more general regular lattices and dimensions larger than two). Very recently a completely different proof was given in [8] .
Our main technical result in this paper is Theorem 1.1, extending a previous result of Nenciu [27] and asserting Hölder continuity of a specific order for a class of bounded self-adjoint operators having a locally integrable integral kernel satisfying a weighted Schur-Holmgren estimate (1.1). This result, combined with the magnetic quantization [20, 22, 24] and the associated magnetic pseudodifferential calculus developped in [23, 17, 18, 21] , allow us to we prove Theorem 3.1 stating Hölder continuity of order 1/2 of the spectrum of resolvents associated to a large class of elliptic Hamiltonians in a BC ∞ magnetic field, with respect to the intensity of the magnetic field. The case of unbounded operators will be considered elsewhere.
The setting and the main result
Consider the Hilbert space L 2 (R d ) with d ≥ 2. Let x := 1 + |x| 2 and let α ≥ 0. We consider bounded integral operators T ∈ B(L 2 (R d )) to which we can associate a locally integrable kernel T (x, x ′ ) which is continuous outside the diagonal and obeys the following weighted Schur-Holmgren estimate:
||T || 1,α := max sup
Let us denote the set of all these operators with C 1,α . When α = 0, we need to introduce a uniformity condition. Let χ be the characteristic function of the interval [0, 1] and define
If T ∈ C 1,0 we denote by T M the operator given by the integral kernel χ M (x, x ′ )T (x, x ′ ). Then we define C unif to be the subset of C 1,0 consisting of operators obeying the estimate
Note that if we only consider kernels
For T ∈ C 1,α , we are interested in a family of Harper-like operators {T b } b∈R given by kernels of the form e 
The Hausdorff distance between two real compact sets A and B is defined as:
And here is our main technical result: Theorem 1.1. Let H be self-adjoint and consider a family of Harper-like operators {H b } b∈R as above. Then the map
is continuous if H ∈ C unif . Moreover, if H ∈ C 1,α with α > 0, then the above map is Hölder continuous with exponent β := min{1/2, α/2}. More precisely, for all b 0 we can find a constant C > 0 such that: Remark 2. It is natural to ask if the condition H ∈ C 1,α is optimal in order to insure a Hölder continuity of order min{1/2, α/2}; we believe in any case that if α becomes smaller and smaller, one cannot expect the Hölder coefficient to remain 1/2. Similarly, if α = 0 it is unlikely to expect more than continuity of the Hausdorff distance.
2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
. By standard arguments, we may assume that γ∈Z d g 2 γ (x) = 1 for all x ∈ R d . For each g γ there is a finite number of neighbors whose supports are not disjoint from supp(g γ ), uniformly in γ.
Denote by
. In this way we constructed a locally finite, quadratic partition of unity obeying
and if V γ,b denotes the set of functions g γ ′ ,b whose supports are not disjoint from the support of
is the characteristic function of the support of g γ,b we have:
Define on compactly supported functions the maps
Then both Γ(T ) andΓ(T ) can be extended by continuity to bounded maps on L 2 (R d ) and there exists a constant C independent of b such that max{||Γ(T )||,
We have: 5) where in the last inequality we used:
The same proof also works forΓ(T ) since the linearity is not used. Note that
which is enough for proving continuity.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a positivity preserving bounded linear operator and define on compactly supported functions ψ the following positively homogeneous map:
ThenΓ A (T ) can be extended by continuity to a bounded map on the whole space and ||Γ A (T )|| ≤ C ||A|| |||T ||| ∞ .
Proof. We note that:
due to the positivity preserving of A. Thus boundedness implies continuity. But the proof of Lemma 2.1 can be repeated almost identically, and the proof is over.
The case
We construct the operators
The operator Γ(T (z)) is bounded (see Lemma 2.1). If Id denotes the identity operator, we can compute (use (2.1)):
Let us analyze the contribution of the first term (S 1 (z)ψ)(x). Using the inequality (see also (1.4))
we have:
With the notation
we see that the above inequality can be written as:
Using the fact that on the support of g γ,b we have |x ′ − b −1/2 γ| ≤ 2b −1/2 it follows that |||L||| ∞ ≤ Cb −ǫ/2 ||R(z)||, thus:
Let us analyze the contribution from S 2 (z). Using (2.3) we can write:
Now denoting with A the operator with integral kernel |H(x,
Going back to (2.6) we obtain the estimate:
Now choose 0 < ǫ = min{α, 1}. It follows that ||S(z)|| ≤ 1/2 for every z with dist(z, σ(H)) ≥ 2C b ǫ/2 ||H|| 1,ǫ , and by a standard argument it follows from (2.6) that z ∈ ρ(H b ). Thus for every
Now we can interchange H b with H because
and the || · || 1,α norms are invariant with respect to the multiplication with a unimodular phase. Hence the Theorem is proved in the case α > 0.
The case α = 0
Due to our uniformity condition in (1.3) we can approximate H b in operator norm (uniformly in b) with a sequence of operators (H b ) M which have strong localization near their diagonal. More precisely, given ǫ > 0 there exists M = M (ǫ) large enough such that 
For our magnetic field B we can choose a vector potential A having components of class C ∞ pol (R d ); this can always be achieved by working with the transverse gauge:
Let us denote by Op
A (h) the magnetic quantization of h defined as in [22] . Then, this operator is self-adjoint on the magnetic Sobolev space H 
In fact looking closer to the proof of Lemma A.4 in [23] allows us to conclude (see also Proposition 1.3.6. in [1] ) that the partial Fourier transform F −1 2 r B z (x, y) has rapid decay in the second variable. Now, using formulas 3.28 and 3.29 in [22] , we conclude that Op A r B z is an integral operator with kernel
In conclusion:
Let us also notice that if we denote by < 0, x, y > the triangle of vertices 0, x, y, we have that
Let us conclude that for any such magnetic field and elliptic symbol h, the resolvent R = Op A (h) + a −1 is a bounded self-adjoint operator having a locally integrable integral kernel of the form e 
For a > 0 large enough we define the two associated resolvents as above:
Then there exists a constant C only depending on the symbol h and on the magnetic field B 0 such that we have the following estimate:
Proof. Let us remark that the kernels S −1 (1 ⊗ F Proof. Using the ideas and results in [22] we shall use the magnetic Moyal composition ♯ B defined by the quantization associated to the field B. Let us compute (as tempered distributions):
Due to the general theory developped in [17, 18] 2 )r B0 −a (x, x ′ ). Due to the above Proposition, by replacing R ′ with R b we make an error of order b in operator norm on L 2 (R d ). Now we see that R b is a Harper-type family, for which we can apply the results of Section 2. Here, R = R 0 . We note that the integral kernels of R b have a common factor independent of b which is of class C 1,α for any α ≥ 0. Moreover, the integral kernels of which finishes the proof of the theorem.
